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Theeffects ef irmdiation pulsing on the enhanced climb-glide creep strain are analyzed. A variety of pulsed systems have 
been studied by adytically modeling the time-dependence of the bulk point-defect concentrations given by the rate 
theory. Eqwations for the creep strain are derived for Tokamak-type fusion reactors, pulsed accelerators and inertial 
confinement fusion reactors, including the effects of mutual point-defect recombination. The creep in pulsed fusion 
reactors is compared with the creep in systems subject to steady irradiation ofequal total dose. It is found that point-defect 
concentration cycling (due to radiation pulsing) results in enhancement of the irradiation creep strain. In particular, a 
very large temperature-dependent enhancement is found for inertial confinement fusion reactors. The theoretical results 
are also compared with experimental data on deuteron irradiated nickel. Good agreement is obtained with the parameters 
used. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The design of hsion reactor structural materials 
relies strongly on accurate predictions of dimen- 
sional changes due to irradiation creep and swell- 
ing. In a fusion reactor, the variation of the tem- 
perature and displacement rate across the first wall 
and the blanket can lead to non-uniform dimen- 
sicmal instabilities. Since rhe first wall restraint 
mechanism will tend to keep the various parts 
straight, high stresses can be generated due to non- 
uniform swelling. Irradiation creep is the mechan- 
ism by which stress-relaxation can occur. How- 
ever, if the amount of irradiation creep is not 
sufficient for stress-relaxation, or even if non- 
uniform thermal expansion takes place during the 
cooling cycle, first wall distortion will lead to a 
shortened lifetime affecting the fusion reactor 
plant economics. On the other hand, creep rupture 
can be a limiting factor to the integrity of the first 
wall. The impoztance of irradiation creep prompted 
a considerable amount of experimental and theo- 
retical research in the last few year.'-'8 

One of the major difficulties in understanding 
the irradiation creep problem is the large number 

of proposed mechanisms to explain this pheno- 
menon." While the controversy over the dominant 
creep mechanism continues in the literature, we 
will assume in this work that the climb-controlled 
glide mechanism is responsible for the observable 
irradiation creep. We base our assumption on the 
analysis presented by Duffin and Nich~ls , '~  
Nichols,14 MacEwen and FidlerisI6 and the more 
recent experimental data of Michel, Hendrick and 
Piepeq8 Simonen and Hendrick," and Vander- 
voort, et ~ 1 . ' ~  This does not rule out the possibility 
of contributions from other mechanisms, especi- 
ally the stress-induced preferential absorption of 
point defects (the SIPA mechanism). Extensive 
investigations of the SIPA mechanism were dis- 
cussed in the literature by Heald and Speight,Ig 
Bullough and Willis,20 and Wolfer and Ashkin.2' 

An important point that is worth mentioning 
here is that the creep rate in both of these mechan- 
isms is controlled by point defect kinetics. The 
SIPA mechanism depends only on the interstitial 
flux, whereas the climb-glide model relies on the 
magnitude of the net point-defect flux impinging 
on dislocations. Since most of the proposed fusion 
reactor concepts will probably operate in a 
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104 1% GUROL AND N. M. GHONIEM 

pulsed fashion for a variety of plasma physics and 
reactor design considerations,22 point defect 
kinetics will vary from one concept to the other 
and an irradiation creep response that differs 
from the steady irradiation equivalent is expected. 
In a recent experiment by Simonen and Hend- 
rick,” it was found that nickel bombarded by a 
17 MeV deuteron beam, which was pulsed with 
a frequency similar to Tokamak designs, exhibits 
about three times the creep strain of the same 
material irradiated by a steady source. They also 
examined the two different creep models discussed 
above. They concluded that the dominant creep 
mechanism in their experiment is the climb- 
glide.23 

The purpose of this paper is to address the 
question of the effects of radiation pulsing on the 
enhanced climb-glide creep strain. The modeling 
of point defect kinetics is accomplished by using 
approximate analytical treatments, following lines 
similar to S i ~ m a n n ~ ~  and Abromeit and 
P~erschke.~’ In Section 2, we consider pulsing 
under conditions appropriate to Tokamak-type 
fusion reactors and pulsed accelerators, for the 
case where point defect recombination is insig- 
nificant compared with point defect diffusion to 
sinks. In Section 3, the effects of recombination 
are included in the creep equations. The theoretical 
results are then compared with the experimental 
data of Simonen and Hendrick.” Calculations of 
the irradiation creep expected in a recent magnetic 
confinement design (NUWMAK26) are also pre- 
sented. In Section 4, we formulate the climb-glide 
creep strain expected for inertial confinement fusion 
reactors (ICFRs). We again study the effects of 
including point defect recombination on the creep 
strain of high damage rate areas, such as near the 
surface zone of ICFR’S.~’ 

Within the rate theory framework, the climb- 
glide irradiation creep mechanism concerns itself 
with the bebaviour of an average dislocation in 
response to point defect fluxes. This supposition 
means that every single dislocation will receive 
an equal net interstitial flux at any point in time. 
Recently, Mansur, Coghlan and Brailsford2* form- 
ulated a cascade diffusion theory where the effects 
of spatially and temporally discrete production in 
collision cascades on point defect behavior were 
investigated, At an observation point such as a dis- 
location, large fluctuations of point defect tem- 
poral concentrations were found to result from 
the random cascade production in the solid. It 
seems reasonable then to take the viewpoint that 

during one irradiation pulse, especially under 
ICFR and pulsed accelerator conditions, a cascade 
is produced close enough to a small group of dis- 
locations enabling them to climb and hence in- 
ducing creep strain. A consequence of this argument 
is that although the average climb distance in 
ICFR’s is too small for climb over obstacles due 
to interstitials during one pulse (Simonen and 
Hendrick), l 7  individual dislocations will still re- 
ceive large atom fluxes enabling them to climb over 
obstacles. 

Our analysis, particularly in ICFRs, is expected 
to give an upper bound on the irradiation creep 
strain by the climb-glide mechanism in pulsed 
systems. A detailed theoretical investigation with 
a cascade diffusion theory may be necessary in 
order to relate the results to intrinsic cascade 
characteristics. Such a treatment is now under 
investigation. 

The definitions and units of all parameters 
appearing in the paper are listed in the nomen- 
clature. 

2 SINK-DOMINANT CASE 

In this section the creep due to cycling of the irradia- 
tion will be analyzed under conditions appropriate 
to Tokamak designs and accelerators, in the case 
when the mutual point-defect recombination is in- 
significant. Therefore, the dominant loss mechanism 
will be the diffusion of the point-defects to sinks in 
the material. In the sink-dominant case, the tem- 
perature is high enough so that diffusion to sinks 
occurs rapidly, giving rise to low point-defect 
concentrations and hence minimizing the im- 
portance of recombination. However, this need 
not necessarily involve temperatures high enough 
for observable swelling, if the sink density is 
sufficiently high. We shall first derive the creep 
equation under general conditions and then discuss 
specific results. 

The climb-glide creep rate B is shown by Michel 
et al’ to be 

The climb velocity V,  is dependent on the net 
point-defect flux and is shown by Mansur“ to be 

:D,C, - Z : D , C )  2 
3b v; = - ( Z .  , V .  
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IRRADIATION CREEP IN PULSED FUSION REACTORS 105 

c Therefore the climb-glide creep rate becomes 

E ( t )  = (z - - pd ) IZADiCi(t) - Z,OD,C,(t)(. (1) 

As note above, the analysis of pulsed creep 
depends on the knowledge of how the point- 
defect concentrations vary as a function of time. 
The rate equations describing bulk point-defect 
behavior are given by 

dC,o = p - GICiC" - AiCi, 
dt 

dC, - (t)  = P - aC,C, - &C,, dt 
where 2; and 2, are 
Ai = (ZAd + ZOp!)D, 

Tcil Tf 2Tf 3Tf 4 3  

FIGURE 1 Schematic of point-defect concentrations as a 
function of time for pulsed irradiation, neglecting recombina- 
tion; T, > T ,  . 

(3) 

It is assumed that the dislocations are the only 
sinks. P d  is the total dislocation density, divided 
between aligned and nonaligned dislocations, 
pf and py, respectively. Recombination can be 
neglected in Eqs. (2) if (see SizmannZ4) 

Ai A 4P < -2 
a (4) 

is satisfied for a given temperature and sink 
density. The rate Eqs. (2) are then decoupled and 
can be treated exactly. The cycling of the irradia- 
tion will be assumed to have a period Tf , with on- 
time T,,, so that the off-time is (Tf - x,). 

The response of the vacancies and interstitials 
to the pulsing will be considerably different. Since 
the interstitial mean lifetime zi( = l/Ai) will be 
very short under all conditions, the interstitials 
will quickly rise to the steady-state concentration 
P/Ai during the on-time. When the irradiation is 
turned off, Ci(t) will fall very rapidly to its equi- 
librium concentration. This time-dependence will 
be exactly duplicated from pulse to pulse (for the 
interstitials) as shown in Figure 1. 

The mean lifetime of the vacancies z,( = l/A,,) on 
the other hand can vary from times such that 
z, 4 Tf to times where z, > T,, depending on 
the temperature, sink density and the period of the 
pulsing. For a z, 4 T,, the vacancies rise rapidly to 
the steady-state value P/& during the on-time, 
and decay rapidly when the irradiation is turned off. 
The vacancy concentration profile will be almost 
identical from one pulse to the next for this case. 

For z, >" T,, at the end of each pulse there will 
remain a substantial number of vacancies which 
have not had sufficient time to diffuse to sinks. 
When the pulse is turned on again, the vacancy 
concentration will be enhanced by the diffusing 
vacancies remaining from previous pulses. This 
behavior is shown in Figure 1. 

The rate Eqs. (2)  can now be solved exactly for 
each pulse by using the appropriate initial con- 
ditions (at the beginning of that pulse). The 
details are shown in Appendix A. During the 
on-time for the kth pulse, one gets 

1 c;kyt) = - P [1 - e - ~ d r - [ k -  11Td 

2, 

and 

for [ k  - l]Tf < t < [k - l]Tf + x,. 
The superscript k refers to the point-defect con- 

centrations during pulse k.  The first term in 
(5a) is due to the vacancies introduced by the 
kth pulse. The second term of (5a) gives the 
vacancy contribution from all the previous pulses. 
These vacancies are still diffusing to sinks if 
z, 5 T,. Note that if t, 4 T,, then the second 
term goes to zero as expected, and there is no 
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I06 H. GUROL AND N. M .  GHONIEM 

overlapping of pulses. During the off-time of the 
kth pulse 

and 

Cl."'(t) x 0, 

for [ k  - 134 + T,, < t < kT,. 

creep rate during the kth pulse becomes 
Using the expressions (5) and (6) in Eq. (l), the 

for [ k  - 1]Tf < t < [ k  -l l]Tf + T,,, and 

for [ k  - l]Tf + T,, < t < kT,, where we have 
used the fact that during the on-time DiCf(t)  > 
D,C:(t), to eliminate the magnitude in (1). When 
the pulse is turned off, the interstitial concentra- 
tion quickly goes to zero, and the resulting creep 
rate given in Eq. (7b) is due only to the vacancies 
diffusing to dislocations. The amount of creep 
contributed by the kth pulse, A&$-), is then given 
by 

[k- 1 l T f +  Ton 
i%'(t)dt s 

+ i:I:]Tf+lon Er)(t)dt. (8) 

L\e$" = 
t k -  1lTr 

The total creep after N pulses c$'" can then be 
evaluated by summing the contributions over all 
the pulses. That is 

N 

E ( ~ )  P = A$). (9) 
k =  1 

Substituting expressions (7a) and (7b) into the 
respective integrals of (8), and performing the 
sum indicated by (9) gives the creep as a function 

of the number of pulses. The details are presented 
in Appendix A. The result is 

+ Nzdl - exp(-Au Ton)) 

+ Nzu(ex~(luCTf - T n l )  - l)(exp(AuTon) - 1) 
x ex~(-AoTf) + Cz,(ex~(WTf - Kn1)  - 1) 
x (~xP(& T,J - 1) - zu(1 - exp(-Au Xn)) 

x exp(lu Tf)(exP(ln Ton) - 1) 

(10) I N 

x 1 ( N  + 1 - k)exp(-A,kTf) 

This is an analytically exact expression for the creep 
in a pulsed system as a function of the number of 
pulses N ,  in the case when recombination is negli- 
gible. In Section (2a) and (2b) we analyze Eq. (10) 
with respect to TOKAMAK and accelerator 
designs. 

k =  2 

2a Applications to TOKAMAKS 

Here we consider the typical TOKAMAK con- 
ditions of 230 second burn-time and 15 seconds 
cooling time, corresponding to the NWWMAK 
design,z6 giving Ton = 230 sec., Tf = 245 sec. In 
the previous section, it was seen that the evolution 
of the pulsed vacancy concentration is governed 
by the ratio zu/Tf. In order to evaluate this ratio 
the temperature must be specified. For the sink- 
dominant system under consideration, the tem- 
perature must be such that condition (4) is satis- 
fied for a given set of parameters. This condition 
can be expressed explicitly for the temperature T 
as 

The ratio Dj/a  is a constant for a given material. 
We use the parameters appropriate for stainless 
steel, shown in Table I. Using these numerical 
values, condition (11) gives T > 715 K. At this 
temperature (715 K) z, = 0.26 seconds, and z,/T % 

10- 3. As the temperature is increased, zu decreases, 
and the ratio zu/Tf is always much less than unity. 
Therefore, to a very good approximation there will 
be no overlapping of the vacancy concentration 
from one pulse to the next, and the time-depend- 
ence of vacancies and interstitials will be the same 
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IRRADIATION CREEP IN PULSED FUSION REACTORS 107 

TABLE I 

Material parameters used for stainless steel and nickel 
Table 11 &bN) for values of zJTf ranging from 

to for 100 pulses. 

Parameter Stainless steel Nickel 

1.125 
1.025 [29] 
1.000 

lo-’ (291 

3.2 x [29] 

lo’’ [29] 

s x 10-51291 

2.1 x 10-19  [291 

1.22 
1.02 [29] 
1.000 

1.2 x lo-’ [29] 

2.4 x 10-20[31] 

lozo [31] 

6.0 x 1 0 - 5  1291 

1.9 x 10-19 p i ]  

for every pulse. Physically, this means that the 
creep contribution of all pulses are the same. This 
is seen to follow also from Eq. (10) where if the 
limit 2,,/Tf -+ 0 is taken, one obtains 

Notice that the summation term has dropped out 
and that the creep is simply a linear function of the 
number of pulses. Assuming that one-third of the 
dislocations are aligned and two-thirds non-aligned, 
&JN) becomes 

However, since z, 4 Ton for the sink-dominant 
case, the z, term does not play a significant role. 
The first term in Eq. (13) is of course just the 
steady irradiation creep during the time T,, as 
outlined in Appendix B. Since 2, is small, the 
vacancy concentration rapidly decays during the 
off-time, giving almost no contribution to the 
creep. Hence for a sink-dominant Tokamak, the 
pulsed creep will be virtually identical to the 
steady-irradiation creep. To show the insensitivity 
of the creep to varying z,/T,, we have shown in 

2b Application to Pulsed Acceleratars 

Ion beam accelerators are used in radiation damage 
experiments due to the high degree of flexibility 
in controlling the material irradiation parameters. 
Damage rates ranging from 6 x lo-’ dpa/s” up 
to 0.32 d p a / ~ ~ ~  have been‘experimentally achieved. 
On the other hand, pulsed accelerator experiments 
were conducted for on-times in the range of 
2.5 x lo-’ seconds34 up to lo00 seconds.” In 
order to illustrate the sensitivity of the creep strain 
to the pulsing conditions, we have chosen to 
analyze a proposed experiment with the following 
parameters: Ton = 0.023 seconds, Tf = 0.0245 sec- 
onds, P = dpa/s and pd = 1014 m-2. These 
parameters are chosen in order to represent an 
experimental simulation of the NUWMAK design, 
with the cycle times scaled down by afactor of 
lo4. During the much shorter cycling times in the 
proposed experiment, the vacancy concentration 
will not follow the time behavior of point defect 
production. The effects of defect accumulation 
from one pulse to the. next can therefore be in- 
vestigated. It should be also noted that the creep 
component analyzed in this work is only due to 
the irradiation induced climb-glide dislocation 
motion, and that the creep strain arising from 
vacancy emission from the network has to be added 
in the high temperature range.2o This thermal 
component is expected to be independent of the 
time behaviour of irradiation produced defects. 

Figure 2 shows the creep strain corresponding 
to the pulsed accelerator conditions as a function 
of the number of pulses. At 715 K, z, is about 
10 times T,,  giving rise to a strain transient due 
to an overlap of the vacancy concentrations in suc- 
cessive pulses. This transient extends for -20-30 
pulses. The strain rateduring this transient is large, 
since the interstitial flux .(D,C,) is much higher 
than the vacancy flux until -2-3 7,. On the 

TABLE 11 

Irradiation creep results for the sink-dominant TOKAMAK case ( p d  = 10’4/mZ, P = 
dpa/sec) 

Temp. K T,, sec. s, /T, (creep/pulse) E:”, m/m E,, at N = 100, m/m 

715 0.24 - w 3  1.057 x 1.057 x lo-’ 1.023 x lo-’ 
804 0.023 - l W 4  1.027 x 1.027 x lo-’ 1.023 x 
916 0.0023 -lo-’ 1.024 x lo-* 1.024 x lo-’ 1.023 x lo-* 
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1 ox H. GUROL AND N. M. GHONIEM 

DOSE x lo7, dpo accumulated during the same number of pulses. 
At the low temperature end, the average creep 
rate is high and decreases to a saturation value 
at large N. The average strain rate decreases with 
increasing temperature reaching the constant value 
of -0.46 dpa-' achieved during the TOKAMAK 
or steady-irradiation conditions as discussed in the 
previous section. Although we do not intend to 
compare the results of this section to experimental 
data, it is interesting to note that during the recent 
transient creep experiment of Michel et al. on 

creep strain rates of 4.5 dpa-' down to 
0.06 dpa-l were observed at 497 K. 

0 10 20 
50 I I 

40 - 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
NUMBER OF PULSES 

FIGIJRE 2 The creep as a function of the number of pulses for 
pulsed accelerator conditions. neglecting rccornbination, for 
different temperatures 

other hand, the vacancy concentration does not 
decay appreciably during the off-time7 and there- 
fore adds an extra contribution to the total creep 
strain. As the irradiation temperature gets higher, 
the transient part of the curve becomes less pro- 
nounced and the creep rate during the linear part 
decreases (slope of the straight line). The results 
are summarized in Figure 3, where the average 
creep rate during a certain number of pulses, N, 
is given as a function of irradiation temperature. 
The average creep strain is obtained by dividing 
the total strain after N pulses by the total dose 

- PULSED ACCELERATOR - - TOKAMAK / 
STEADY-IRRADIATION 

IRRADIATION TEMPERATURE t K 

FIGURE 3 
tion temperature. for different numbers of pulses. 

Thc average creep rate as a function of irradia- 

3 GENERAL CASE OF POINT-DEFECT 
KINETICS INCLUDING DIFFUSION 
AND MUTUAL RECOMBINATION 

In the present context, condition (11) is not satis- 
fied. The temperature is low enough then, that the 
point-defect kinetics is no longer dictated by the 
sinks alone, but by a combination of diffusion to 
sinks and mutual recombination. Mathematically, 
this means that the rate Eqs. (2) are no longer 
decoupled. In order to proceed analytically we will 
model the time-dependence of the point defects 
under cyclic irradiation. S i ~ m a n n ~ ~  and Abromeit 
and P o e r ~ c h k e ~ ~  have obtained approximate solu- 
tions to the rate equations by defining distinct 
time regimes in the build-up of the vacancy and 
interstitial concentrations from their initial thermal 

I 

log t- 
FIGURE 4 Approximate variation of thc point-defcct con- 
centrations as a function of time for the low temperature, high 
sink density case (courtesy of R.  SizmannZ4). 
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IRRADIATION CREEP IN PULSED FUSION REACTORS 109 

equilibrium values (the irradiation is turned on at 
t = 0) to their steady-state values. Sizmann does 
this for a variety of “high” and “low” temperatures 
and sink concentrations. 

Figure 4 shows the approximate variations of 
C,(t) and Ci(t) in the various times regimes for the 
low temperature, high sink case, of interest in 
this section. In reality of course, the transition 
from one regime to the next is smooth, without the 
abrupt changes at the transition points, as treated 
by Abromeit and P~erschke.~’ Initially, when the 
irradiation is first turned on, there are no losses 
and C,(t), Ci(t) increase linearly in time. After a 
time zi, the interstitials start diffusing to sinks 
and reach an intermediate steady-state concentra- 
tion. However, the vacancies are still building up 
linearly since on the average they have not been 
able to diffuse to sinks yet, and there are not 
enough of them for appreciable recombination. 
When C,(t) has reached a high enough value (at 
time zr), mutual recombination starts playing an 
important role. It can be shown quite readily by 
neglecting vacancy diffusion to sinks in the rate 
Eqs. (2),  that approximately C,(t) cc t’ l2 and Ci(t)  cc 
t-’/’. Once a significant number of vacancies 
have started to diffuse to sinks at time z,, both 
C ,  and Ci reach their steady-state values. Hence, 
it is the vacancy diffusion to sinks which determines 
when steady-state concentrations will ultimately 
be reached. 

Under cyclic irradiation, the above depicted 
behavior will be interrupted. The resulting varia- 
tion of the point-defect concentrations will depend 
on how the time of approach to steady-state, that 
is z,, compares with the total observation time, 
NT,. z, depends, of course, on the temperature 
and the sink density, but its value is also extremely 
sensitive to the vacancy migration energy used. 
There are two cases of interest: z, > NT, and 
z, < To,,. Let us first examine z, > NT,. 

3a 

The effect of interrupting the irradiation on the 
vacancy and interstitial concentration is shown in 
Figure 5, for the situation of a large 7,. By re- 
ferring to Figures 4 and 5, we see that during the 
first pulse C,(t) rises linearly until time z,, where- 
after it assumes a t’12 dependence until the pulse 
is turned off at t = Ton. During the off-time it 
remains virtually unchanged since z, is large. 
When the irradiation is turned on again at the 

z, > NT,: Transient Vacancy Behavior 
for all Pulses 

Ton Tf 2Tf 3Tf 4Tf 5Tf 

time- 
FIGURE 5 Schematic of point-defect concentrations as a 
function of time for pulsed irradiation, including recombina- 
tion; z, > N T , .  

beginning of the second pulse, C,(t) picks up from 
almost exactly where it left off at t = Ton and is 
proportional to t’l’. Now since z, is taken to be 
longer than the total observation time NT,, the 
vacancy concentration will never reach its steady- 
state value. Therefore for pulses 2 through N, the 
vacancies grow as t’l2 during the on-times and 
are constant to a good approximation during the 
off-times. The vacancy concentration for the kth 
pulse can be shown to be given by 

cp(t) = ( y 2 ( t  - ( k  - 1)[T, - 73)1/2, 

[k- l]Tf < t < [k - l]Tf + Ton (14) 
and 

[ k  - l]Tf + Ton < t < kT, ,  k 2 2. 
During the first pulse, the interstitials rise very 

rapidly to the intermediate steady-state concentra- 
tion, which they keep until t = 7,. Past z, the 
interstitial concentration declines as t - ‘I2, and 
when the first pulse is turned off, Ci(t)  rapidly 
goes to its very low thermal equilibrium value. 
The point defect concentrations are almost en- 
tirely dictated by mutual recombination and there- 
fore the concentration of one can be determined 
by knowing the other. Since C,(t) did not change 
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110 H. GUROL AND N. M. GHONIEM 

appreciably during the off-time, then C,(t)  must 
resume the value it had at the end of the preceding 
pulse, and continue to decline as r-”’. This 
behavior will be repeated by the interstitials for all 
pulses past the second, the interstitials never 
reaching their steady-state value, since the time to 
steady state’c, is dictated by the vacancies diffusing 
to sinks. For the kth pulse, where k 2 2, the inter- 
stitial concentration is given by 

/ n \ 112 

[ k  - l]Tf < t < [ k  - l]Tf + T,, (15) 
and Clk)(t) t 0, [k - l]Tf + T,, < t < kTf. 

during pulse k becomes 
Using (14) and (15) in Eq. (l), the creep rate 

(164 
for [ k  - l]Tf < t .= [ k  - l]Tf + T,,, and 

and 

(18b) 
In order to shed more light on the physical im- 
plications of Eqs. (18a) and (18b), we note from 
Eqs. (16a) and (16b) that EY) can be written as the 
sum of the creep contributions during the on-time 
and off-time. That is 
,&N) = (N) 0” 

p Eon + &off, 

where 

T,,(N3’2 - 1)] (19) PAiT,, 

and 

for [k  - l]Tf + T,, < t < kTf .  
In order to eliminate the magnitude appearing 

in Eq. (l), we have again used the fact that the inter- 
stitial flux D,Cik)(t) is always greater than the 
vacancy flux D,Ckk)(t) during the on-times. The 
contribution to the creep during the off-times 
comes only from the vacancies as expressed by 
Eq. (16b). Using Eq. (S), the amount of creep con- 
tributed by pulse k,  At‘,’, can now be evaluated. 
Then the total creep after N pulses is given by 

N 

Leaving the details of the manipulations to Appen- 
dix C, we find 

(20) 
Expression (20) for EL?) has been written in its 

more exact form using the summation. Whereas in 
Eq. (18) above we have replaced the sum by an 
integral which can be evaluated. This, however, is 
an excellent approximation and can be used for 
virtually all values of N (see Appendix C).  

To investigate the pulsed creep of the present 
case, stainless steel with a dislocation density of 
1014 m-’, Ton = 10oO sec., and Tf = 1100 sec. was 
considered for two different temperatures. The 
complete list of parameters is given in Table 1. 
The pulsed creep as a function of the number of 
pulses has been plotted using Eq. (18) for the 
two temperatures with corresponding values of 
q, ranging from lo5 to lo6 sec. To compare steady 
irradiation versus pulsed creep, Figure 6 also 
shows the steady creep for T = 390°K and T = 
415°K. The steady irradiation creep has been 
evaluated by using Eq. (1) in conjunction with 
point-defect equations given by SizmannZ4 and 
indicated in Figure 4. Of course, to make the 
comparisons meaningful, we have chosen the 
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NUMBER OF PULSES 
FIGURE 6 The creep strain as a function of time for pulsed 
and steady irradiation, including recombination; 5, > NT,  

damage rates so that the total damage accumulated 
at any time is identical for the steady and pulsed 
cases. First, it is seen that increasing the tempera- 
ture gives rise to Iess creep. This can be understood 
by looking at the temperature dependent quan- 
tities in Eqs. (19) and (20). The quantity (./Ill) is 
a constant which we define as L. Then E::) and 
E$‘: can be rewritten as 

N 

x ( T ,  - K,,) 2 k’/’ 
k = 2  

It is noted that within the framework of the 
current calculations, the only explicit temperature 
dependence is that of the vacancy diffusion coef- 
ficient. Increasing the temperature increases D,( T) ,  
which has the effect of decreasing E::) and in- 
creasing &$i as seen from Eqs. (21) and (22). 
However, because the off-time (T,  - Ton) is only 
a fraction of Ton in this example, the net effect on 
the creep &kN) is a decrease with temperature. The 
same comments apply to steady irradiation creep. 
In this case, the creep is then given by Eq. (21) 
alone, with a redefined damage rate to conserve 
the total damage. Again it is seen that increasing 

the temperature gives rise to decreased creep. A 
comparison of steady versus pulsed creep shows 
that pulsed creep is always somewhat greater than 
steady irradiation, the difference between the two 
being greater with increasing temperature. The 
reasons for these results can be explained as 
follows. Under steady irradiation, the creep rate 
is simply given as the difference between the inter- 
stitial and vacancy fluxes. However, when the 
irradiation is pulsed, during the off-time the 
vacancies contribute an amount .#j given by (22). 
It is this additiue contribution during the pulse 
off-time which gives rise to the enhanced creep 
under pulsing. Furthermore, increasing the tem- 
perature will increase “off-time creep” EL:), giving 
rise to a greater difference between the steady and 
pulsed cases. 

In Figure 7 we investigate the effects of varying 
the ratio z,/NTf on the creep EF), for T = 415 K. 
It is seen that for z, 9 4NTf ,  the creep after N 
pulses becomes independent of z,. That is, once 
the temperature is low enough so that z, 9 W T f ,  
the creep is the same for all lower temperatures 
(and higher tv). This is also evident from Eqs. (21) 
and (22), where it can be seen that for large z, and 
a fixed dislocation density, the diffusion rate of the 
vacancies to dislocations within one pulse is very 
low and hence one can neglect the vacancy con- 
tribution during the on- and off-time, and Eq. (18) 
simplifies to 

x (“/2 - l)Zf, (23) 
which is valid for z, 5 4NTf.  

FIGURE 7 Variation of the pulsed creep strain as a function 
of the ratio T, /NT, ,  including recombination for T = 415 K .  
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112 H. GUROL A N D  N. M. GHONIEM 

To investigate the effect of changing the per- 
centage off-time, we have considered equal on- 
and off-times of 100 sec., with a damage rate of 
P = 2 x dpa/sec., chosen so as to give equal 
accumulated damage with the example of Figure 
6. For equal on- and off-times, Tf = 2T,,, and we 
see from Eq. (18) that the vacancy contribution 
goes to zero giving just 

Using L = (ol/D,) = constant, one gets the tem- 
perature-independent result, Eq. (23). This means 
that the pulsed creep resulting from the case 
7, 7 4NTf is the same as the creep that occurs 
when one has equal on- and off-times. In both 
cases the effect of the vacancies goes to zero and 
the creep is dLe to the interstitials alone. Figure 8 
shows the contribution of the vacancies and inter- 
stitials to the creep rate during the on- and off- 
times (for 2T,, = Tf) by using Eqs. (l), (16a) and 
(16b). It is seen that there is a small initial difference 
in the effect of the vacancies during the on- and 
off-times, but that after about 50 pulses, the two 
become identical, the creep due exclusively to the 
interstitials. The resulting creep &LN) is also plotted. 
By comparison with Figure 6 (T  = 415"K), it is 
observed that cyclic irradiation with the greater 
percentage off-time (and all other parameters 
equal) results in greater creep for equal total 
amounts of damage. For example, 400 pulses in 
Figure 8 corresponds to about 72 pulses in Figure 6 
with respective values of creep of about 13 x 
and 11 x lop3. This small difference of 2 x 10 - 3  

can once again be attributed to the additive con- 
tribution of the vacancies to the creep during 
the off-time. For equal on- and off-times, the 
vacancy terms cancel each other when Eqs. (21) 
and (22) are added. If the off-time is less than the 
on-time, the contribution of the vacancies (during 
the off-time) Eq. (22), is still added to Eq. (21). But 
its effect is now smaller and cannot cancel the 
vacancy term in E::). 

3b z,, < qn: Steudy-State Achieved During 
the On-Time 

The characteristic feature of small values of 7, is 
that the vacancies and interstitials are able to 
reach their steady-state concentrations during a 
single pulse. The effect of interrupting the irradia- 
tion (for z, < K,,) is shown in Figure 9, which 

DOSE x lo2, dpa 
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I 28 
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NUMBER OF PULSES 

FIGURE 8 Contribution to the creep strain of the vacancies 
and interstitials during the irradiation and annealing times as a 
function of thc number of pulses. 

once again has been drawn by using the approx- 
imate solutions to the rate  equation^,'^ depicted in 
Figure 4. During the first pulse, C,,(t) rises linearly 
until time 7,, after which it becomes proportional 
to t 1 / 2 .  At time 7", it reaches its steady-state con- 
centration Cy,  and remains at this value until the 
pulse is turned OR. During the off-time, the vacan- 
cies decay exponentially. When the second pulse is 
turned on, the time-dependence of C,(t) will 
depend on how much the vacancy concentration 
has decayed during the off-time. If z, is very small, 
C,(T,) may be so low as to correspond to a con- 
centration below t = z, in the first pulse, giving a 
linear time dependence. However, the values of 
z, characteristic of TOKAMAK designs and 
pulsed experiments are usually longer than z,. 
Therefore the concentration at the beginning of 

I 
u 
m - 

Tr t+ 7" TO" Tf ZTf 3Tf  TI 
time 

FIGURE 9 Schematic of point-defect concentrations as  a 
function oftime for pulsed irradiation, including recombination; 
T! < T",, . 
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IRRADIATION CREEP IN PULSED FUSION REACTORS I13 

pulse 2, CL2)(Tf), will be equal to a concentration 
that corresponds to a time t* in the first pulse. 
Then CL2)(t) grows as ti/’ for a length of time 
z: = z, - t*, after which it reaches steady-state, 
and then decays exponentially when the pulse is 
off. Of course it decays to the same value of C,(t) 
as at the end of the first pulse. Therefore, after the 
first pulse, all the others are identical. The vacancy 
concentration for the kth pulse is then given by 

[k - l]Tf < t < [ k  - 1]Tf + 7: 
CZ”(t) = c:, 

[k - 1]Tf + r: < t < [k - 1)Tf + T,“ (25) 
and 
C‘t)(t) = CF exp[-L,(t - [k - l]T, - T”)], 

valid for k 2 2. 
The same logic can now be applied to the inter- 

stitials. Past t = z,, the interstitials have a t -1 /2  
dependence, which they maintain until z, when 
they reach the steady state concentration CT. When 
the irradiation is turned off, the interstitials decay 
almost instantly to their thermal equilibrium 
value. When the second pulse is turned on, they 
then quickly rise to the concentration Ci which 
corresponds to the vacancy concentration at time 
Tf. Since C(,2)(Tf) is cctl/’, Cc,‘)(Tf) will go as 
t-’”. Starting with the second pulse, the inter- 
stitials will follow the same profile from pulse to 
pulse. Therefore, the interstitial concentration for 
pulse k is given by 

[ k  - l]Tf + T,, < t < kTf 

Cck’(t) = - (t - (k - l)[Tf - t*])-’/’, 

[k - 1]Tf < t < [k - l]Tf + 7: 
C,’”(t) = cy, 

[k - l]Tf + 7: < t < [k - 1]Tf + T,, (26) 
C:k’(t) = 0, [k - l]Tf + T,, < t < kTf 
valid for k 2 2. 

The time t* can be simply calculated by equating 
the concentration at the beginning of pulse 2 with 
that concentration in pulse 1, obtained by the inter- 
section of the horizontal line shown in Figure 9. 
The result is (see Appendix D for details) 

where f = exp[ - 2L,(Tf - T,,,)] < 1. 
t* = f Z”, (27) 

Since the point-defect histories are repeated 
from pulse to pulse, only a single pulse needs to be 
considered to evaluate the creep. Following the 
basic approach of previous sections, the creep 
rate in the three regions of each pulse can be 
evaluated. After straightforward integration, the 
creep at the end of N pulses becomes 

+[Z,”DiC,sS - Z,OD,Cr](T,, - z:) 
C’“ + 2 (1 - exp[-L,(T, - T,)]) 
P d  

The creep is linear in N ,  since the creep per pulse, 
A&, is the same for all pulses. 

Recently, Simonen and Hendrickl have 
measured the irradiation creep of deuteron irradia- 
ted nickel subject to loo0 sec. on-time, followed by 
100 sec. of annealing. They concluded that the 
dominant (radiation induced) creep mechanism 
is climb-glide and not SIPA. Furthermore, their 
measurements show that the pulsed creep rate is 
approximately three times the creep rate with 
steady irradiation. In order to see if the above 
pulsed climbglide model is able to approximately 
reproduce the experimental observations, we have 
used parameters appropriate for nickel and those 
given by Simonen and Hendricki7 in Eq. (28). 
The complete list of parameters used is listed in 
Table I. Following the analysis of Ref. 17 we have 
assumed a total dislocation density of 3 x 1014/m2, 
with one-third having an aligned orientation rela- 
tive to the stress axis. For T = 477”K, one finds 
that z, w 252 sec., so that the present analysis 
(z, < q,,) is indeed the proper one. For the list 
of nickel parameters used, it is seen in Figure 10 
that one does observe a three-fold enhancement of 
the creep in the pulsed case; furthermore, the 
magnitude of the creep agrees well with the 
measurement of Simonen and Hendrick. The 
parameter values we have used are reasonable for 
nickel, however it should be realized that these 
parameters are not exactly known, and their 
numerical values actually fall in a range. Since the 
time of vacancy diffusion to sinks z,, dictates 
much of the physics, the vacancy pre-exponential 
0,” and especially the vacancy migration energy 
EY affect the results significantly. Since E: appears 
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114 !3. GUROL AND N. M. GHONIEM 

8 -  

7 - --EXPERIMENT (SIMONEN) 

E 
2 6 -  477 K 

- MODEL 
IRRADIATION 
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z4- 
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TIME, HOURS 

FIGURE 10 Comparison of the creep strain using the 
analytical model (Eq. 28) with experimental measurement,’ ’ as 
a function of time. 

in an exponential, a small difference in the value 
of E r  can bring about order-of-magnitude changes 
in the value of z”, possibly implying completely 
different pulsed point-defect behavior. Therefore, 
the only claim that can safely be made is that 
Eq. (28) with the parameters used (which appear 
reasonable) satisfactorily describes the creep and 
the enhancement observed by Simonen and Hen- 
drick.’ ’ 

We have also investigated the pulsed creep of 
316 stainless steel subject to pulsing appropriate 
to the NUWMAK design26 using Eq. (28). A 
total on-time of 230 sec., with a 15 sec. annealing 
time was used. The other parameters are listed in 
Table I. Two temperatures were chosen to give 
the corresponding values of z, equal to 0.2T,,, 

DOSE x d, dpa 
0 10 20 

40 I I 
- 5 7 2  K.>;0.2 

u 24 - 
12 
x 

16- 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 I00 
NUMBER OF PULSES 

FIGURE 11 
and steady irradiation, with NUWMAK parameters. 

The creep strain as a function of time for pulsed 

and 0.4T,,, respectively. It can be seen that a sub- 
stantial enhancement of the creep can be expected 
in this design as compared with the steady irradia- 
tion case (Figure 11). 

The enhancement in these calculations can be 
explained by looking at the contributions to the 
creep in Eq. (28). From Eq. (28), the creep during 
a single pulse can be written as the sum of three 
parts : 

BE,, = A&; -k A&: -k Asiff. 

A$ is the creep during the approach to the steady- 
state point-defect concentrations; here the vacan- 
cies and interstitials exhibit t’/’ and t-”’ be- 
havior, respectively. Asoff is the creep resulting from a the pulse off-time. AsP and As; contain the dif- 
ference between the interstitial and vacancy fluxes. 
A&< is greater than the corresponding s{eady 
irradiation creep due to the transient interstitial 
behavior. Atiff contains only the vacancy flux, 
since upon turning the irradiation of!, the inter- 
stitials almost instantly reach their thermal equi- 
librium concentration. It is this additive contribu- 
tion of the vacancies, in As;“ and the enhancement 
of As: due to the interstitials which are responsible 
for the enhancement of the creep in these pulsed 
systems. 

4 IRRADIATION CREEP IN JCFRS 

In Inertial Confinement Fusion Reactors (ICFR’s), 
the displacement damage in the first wall material 
occurs during a very short time defined as the 
on-time (T,,,,), after which the solid is allowed to 
relax until the next damage pulse arrives after the 
period Tf. In order to investigate the creep rate 
and total creep strain in the first wall material 
after the accumulation of a large number of pulses, 
we will develop approximate analytical expressions 
for point defect concentrations. Point defect be- 
havior will be first analyzed for the case when 
mutual recombination is insignificant, and then will 
be followed by including mutual point defect 
recombination. 

During the damage pulse, T,,, point defect 
concentrations increase linearly as a function of 
time. The very short pulse interval (10-9-10-6 
sec.”) does not allow significant diffusion to 
existing sinks, or even mutual recombination. T,,,, 
is typically shorter than the interstitial mean life- 
time, z,, and the mutual recombination time 
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IRRADIATION CREEP IN PULSED FUSION REACTORS 115 

constant, z,, as defined by Si~mann. '~ The frac- 
tional concentrations can then be described by: 

c, = ci = __ t , O r  t I zn (2) 
At the end of the damage pulse, point defect con- 
centrations reach the values: 

C, = C, = P T ,  (30) 

Once the source of irradiation is turned of!, point 
defects start their interactions through mutual re- 
combination and diffusion to various sinks. The 
describing kinetic equations are, then given by 
Eqs. (2) of Section 2, with P = 0. 

4a Sink-Dominant Case 

The two non-lineal. Eqs. (2) can be greatly sim- 
plified if the interstitial sink removal rate at the 
end of the damage is greater than the recombina- 
tion rate at the same instant. This is satisfied if 

1 - > P T ,  
UTi 

Point defect concentrations at any time ( t )  
from the start of the off-time of the kth pulse 
are then given by Ref. 30: 

c$) ( t )  = PT,e-"/'I (32) 

CLk'(t) = P T f ( l  + Sk)e-""v (33) 

Where 

(34) 

and 
ii, = e -  T h  

9 

and 

t ' = t -  Tn. (35) 
As has been discussed in the introduction, an 
upper bound on the creep rate is expected to 
result from the rate formulation, which gives 

Since interstitiah diffuse much faster than vacan- 
cies, the creep rate equation can be seprated 
into 

x ( 2 ~ D i e - " " '  - Z,D,(l + Sk)e-f'irv) (37) 

T,, I t I Tk, 

and 

The total creep strain during the kth pulse is now 
obtained by integrating Eq. (37) between T,,, 
and TE, and Eq. (38) between Tk, and T f .  Straight- 
forward, but lengthy algebraic manipulations yield 
an expression for the creep strain that is given 
by : 

pd P T , ( Z ~ D ,  z i [I  + e-(Tf- 2 1  
3 h  
- 2e-(~1; - Ton)/rL 

A$) = _ _  

+ 2:Duzu(l + s k ) l  

The magnitudes of the time constants are usually 
such that 

ri << Tk, << z, 

and Eq. (40) simplifies to 

(41) 
Notice that for large k ,  the term (1 - fi,)(l + s k )  
approaches unity, and the creep strain increment 
per pulse will be given by : 
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I16 H. GIJROL A N D  N. M. GHONIEM 

If we consider now the total creep strain, 
the contributions due to successive pulses have to 
be added. Therefore, 

After some straightforward algebra, Eq. (43) 
reduces to : 

(44) 

Before examining the effects of point defect re- 
combination, we will discuss the results of the 
calculations for the sink-dominant situation. A 
cold-worked first wall in ICFRs would contain a 
high initial dislocation density, corresponding to 
the conditions examined in this section." Cal- 
culations were performed for the parameters of 
stainless steel (see Table I) with a dislocation 
density of lOI5 m/m3 and a period of Tf = 0.2 sec. 
First consider an average damage rate of P = low6 
dpa/s and temperatures ranging from 573 K to 
723 K. For these parameters, the loss rate to 
sinks can be shown to be greater than the recom- 
bination rate throughout the entire period. 

The validity of the approximate analytical ex- 
pressions for C ,  and C, given by (32) and (33) was 
verified before calculating the resulting creep 
strain. The implicit multistep numerical integra- 
tion methods of the GEAR computer package3' 
were utilized to evaluate C ,  and C,  numerically. 
The analytical values agreed with the numerical re- 
sults to within 3% for Cv and 23'x for C, after 100 
pulses at 573 K. The larger error for Ci is attributed 
to the numerical integration, and does not affect the 
overall results because it occurs after the inter- 
stitial concentration has decreased by more than 
an order of magnitude. 

Figure 12 illustrates the creep strain time be- 
havior for damage-equivalent steady-irradiation 
and pulsed irradiation cases at 573 K. Since the 
vacancy mean life-time is approximately 5 sec., 
we observe a transient behavior in the pulsed 
creep strain which extends for a few vacancy mean 
life-times. Interstitials are quickly absorbed at 
dislocations during each pulse causing dislocations 
to climb over obstacles, and a strain increment is 

DOSE x lo6, dpa 
0 10 20 

28 , I 

0 20 40 60 80 100 
PULSE NUMBER 

FIGURE 12 
ICFR, neglecting recombination. 

The creep strain as a function of time in an 

produced due to the almost instantaneous inter- 
stitial absorption. On the other hand, vacancies 
produced in one pulse diffuse on a much slower 
time scale to dislocations resulting in a climb in 
the opposite direction and another creep strain 
increment that is added to the interstitial contribu- 
tion. During the first few pulses, however, the 
creep strain increment due to vacancies is relatively 
small resulting in the slow transient shown in 
Figure 12. Steady irradiation creep strain is also 
shown on the same figure. While the creep strain 
in the pulsed case is due to successive additions 
of vacancy and interstitial contributions, in the 
steady case it is determined by the difference 
between continuous interstitial and vacancy con- 
tributions. This explains the lower values of 
steady creep strain when compared to the equiva- 
lent pulsed creep strain. Under the assumptions 
and approximations used in the sink-dominant 
case, it can be shown that after a few vacancy 
mean lifetimes, the ratio of pulsed irradiation 
strain rate to the equivalent steady irradiation case 
( k P / k s )  is given by (see Appendix B): 

(45) 

When the period is longer than the vacancy 
mean lifetime, the creep strain will be linear with 
increasing pulse number, and the ratio of the 
creep strains will be the same as given by Eq. (45). 
In this particular case, we can write: 
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FIGURE 13 
in an ICFR as a function of time, neglecting recombination. 

Ratio of pulsed to steady irradiation creep strain 

The deviation from this ratio is attributed only 
to the transient behavior of vacancies. If we look 
back to Figure 12, we find that the ratio of the 
creep strains is not constant during the first few 
tens of pulses, but it tends to a constant value 
after long irradiation periods. While the ratio 
given by Eq. (45) is 32.75, it is smaller than this 
value for times less than - 107,. This is shown in 
Figure 13, where the ratio of pulsed irradiation 
creep strain to steady irradiation creep strain is 
plotted as a function of pulse number using Eq. (44). 
On the other hand, when z, < T,, the creep 
increment during the period Tf is independent of 
the irradiation time in both the pulsed and steady 
irradiation cases. It can also be shown from Eq. 
(41), and from a similar analysis of the steady 
irradiation case, that both A E ~ )  and A E ~ ~  are 
temperature-independent in the range of tem- 
peratures and irradiation conditions studied here. 
The creep strain increment during a 0.2 sec. 
period is 8.4 x m/m for steady irradiation, 
while it is about 2.75 x m/m for pulsed 
irradiation. 

4b General Case of Point-Defect Kinetics 
Including Difiusion and Mutual Recombination 

When the point defect generation rate is very high 
during the irradiation pulse, mutual recombination 
will also play an important role in determining 
point-defect fluxes. As discussed in the previous 
section, the on-time will be assumed to be shorter 
than z, and zir such that both vacancies and inter- 
stitials achieve equal concentrations at the end 
of the pulse on-time. During this period, the 
concentrations are still described by Eqs. (29) and 

(30). For times longer than T,,, on the other hand, 
Eq. (2) can be solved by setting P = 0 and C ,  N Ci 
in the interstitial equation (see Ref. 30 for details). 

Now define the dimensionless quantities 5, and 
6 as: 

and 
6 = (aPT,z,)- ' 

(47) 

Here, ij, represents a dimensionless vacancy con- 
centration at the end of the first Tf, had there been 
no recombination. 6 is defined as the ratio of 
i-sink diffusion rate to recombination rate at the 
end of the first To,. Following the solutions de- 
veloped by Ghoniem and Gur01,~' the point 
defect concentrations at any time t measured 
from the start of the off-time of the kth pulse are 
given by: 

where q(k) is determined from the recurrence 
formula 

4'1' = 0, (52) 
and the interstitial mean lifetime during the kth 
pulse, is determined by 

(53) 

In order to evaluate the creep strain during the 
kth pulse, we will separate the creep rate Eq. (1) 
into two parts. Here, we follow a similar procedure 
to that of the last section. For times Ton I t I TLk), 
the major contribution to the creep strain results 
from the interstitial flux, while vacancies take 
over for t > Tg). The time Tf' is defined as the 
time at which the dislocation climb velocity be- 
comes zero during the kth pulse. This is given by 
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TABLE I11 

A comparison between analytically and numerically evaluated vacancy con- 
centrations after 100 pulses. 

Temperature, K Numerical C ,  (atjat) Analytical C, (atjat) Error 

573 6.158 x 10 6.030 x lo-’ 2.07 
673 1.163 x 10.’ 1.231 x 5.50 

The total creep strain during the kth pulse can be 
shown to be given by (see Appendix E): 

In the special case when sink diffusion dominates 
over recombination, 6 becomes much larger than 
1, and yl(k) becomes very small. The last equation 
can then be shown to resort to the simpler expres- 
sion given by (41) in the previous section. The total 
creep strain after many pulses is obtained by 
summing the contributions of the individual pulses. 

A numerical integration was performed using 
the GEAR computer package3’ to test the validity 
of Eqs. (49) and (50) that describe point defect 
concentrations during any pulse k. At an average 
displacement rate of dpa/sec., pulse period 
of 0.2 sec. and a dislocation density of loz5 m/m3, 
the results of Table I11 were obtained at the end 
of 100 pulses. 

The results of the calculations clearly indicate 
the high accuracy of Eqs. (49) and (50) when used 
for irradiation creep studies. 

The high displacement rate results are given in 
Table IV for stainless steel with an average dis- 
placement rate of dpa/sec. and a dislocation 
density of l O I 5  m/m3. The high damage rate was 
considered for the following reasons: (a) A high 
displacement rate will allow the effects of mutual 

recombination to be analyzed, and compared to 
the same case without recombination; (b) A 
damage rate of lop4 dpa/sec. corresponds to the 
surface conditions of ICFRs;” (c) Such a damage 
rate can be easily achieved in simulation facilities. 

Under steady irradiation, and when the sink 
strength is independent of irradiation temperature, 
the role of recombination diminishes as the tem- 
perature increases.35 Thus, the fraction of point 
defects absorbed at dislocations increases at higher 
temperatures, thereby enhancing irradiation creep 
by the climb-glide mechanism. This behavior is 
clearly shown in Table IV, where the steady- 
irradiation creep strain increases up to saturation 
(around 800 K). On the other hand, the effects of 
recombination during pulsed irradiation of the 
ICFR type can be understood in terms of two 
simple quantities: 8 and q, .  First, 6 is an indication 
of the amount of recombination during one pulse. 
This is almost temperature independent. And 
second, f ,  gives the magnitude of vacancy overlap 
from one pulse to the next. f ,  is large (close to 
unity) at low temperature and approaches zero 
as the temperature increases. The lower tempera- 
tures are characterized by a high degree of overlap 
(6, x l), and interpulse recombination plays a 
significant role in decreasing the creep rate. As the 
temperature increases, point defect recombination 
due to pulse overlap becomes insignificant, and 
the only effect is due to recombination within each 
pulse. The ratio of pulsed to steady-irradiation 
creep drops down to -15 at high temperatures. 
One should observe here that this less than one- 

TABLE IV 
Irradiation creep results for the lCFR after 1000 pulses 
(P = 10 dpalsec., Tf = 0.25 sec., p d  = 10’’ m-*) 

‘Temperature. K E,  (mjrn) cp (mim) Ratio (E , /E , )  rl” 0 

573 1.09 x 10- 0.0345 31.56 0.9639 0.5292 
623 2.76 x 10- 0.0788 28.57 0.7377 0.5292 
673 5.15 x 0.1209 23.48 0.1590 0.5292 
723 7.09 x 10- 0.1283 18.10 1.724 x 0.5292 
7 73 7.97 x 10- 0.1283 16.10 3.067 x lo-’’ 0.5292 
873 8.35 x 10- 0.1283 15.37 1.929 x lo-’’ 0.5292 

- --_______ 
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IRRADIATION CREEP IN PULSED FUSION REACTORS I19 

TEUDERATTWK = 573 K 

50 pd=K+5mh3 1 

o f  I I 1 I I 1 I 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 I40 

NUMBER OF PULSES 

FIGURE 14 The effective interstitial mean lifetime T!”, 
incremental creep AF+, and the vacancy concentrations vs. the 
number of pulses under ICFR conditions, including recombina- 
tion. 

half the corresponding ratio at P = dpalsec. 
where point defect recombination is negligible 
altogether. This shows that the high average dis- 
placement rate is accompanied by a smaller 
fraction of surviving point defects, and hence a 
lower creep rate. 

Figure 14 shows rf?, A&, and the vacancy con- 
centration at the end of each pulse at a temperature 
of 573 K and P d  = 10’’ m/m3. The effective inter- 
stitial mean life-time ( 7 \ 9  decreases sharply from 
0.5 psec. to 0.08 psec. in about 50 pulses. The 
vacancy concentration, on the other hand, increases 
from pulse to pulse until it reaches steady-state 
(repeatable profiles from one pulse to the next) 

DOSE x lo4, dpo 
0 10 20 30 
I I t I 

TEMPERATURE = 573 K 
pd i m/m3 

50 - 

40 - 
0 
0 

z 30 
LL 
I- tn 

x 
- 

a 

0 20 40 60 80 LOO 120 140 
PULSE NUMBER 

FIGURE 15 The creep strain as a function oftime in an ICFR, 
including recombination. 

35 
P=10-6 dpa lsec  

30 

0 
0 25 e 
z 
k 20 
ui- 

o.‘ 15 
0 

w, 

‘ O l  5 

01 I I 
573 673 773 873 

IRRADIATION TEMPERATURE, K 

FIGURE 16 Ratio of pulsed to steady irradiation creep strain 
In an ICFR as a function of temperature after 1000 pulses, 
including recombination. 

after about 50 pulses. The net effect is a sharply 
decreasing transient in the creep strain increment 
(ACE), that levels off approximately after the same 
number of pulses. It is interesting to note that this 
transient behavior is strongly related to the 
vacancy mean life-time, which is approximately 
5 sec. in this case. The results of the calculations 
for the pulsed and steady-irradiation total creep 
strain are shown in Figure 15. While the pulsed 
creep starts with a transient due to the rapid 
decline in A&, , the steady-irradiation equivalent 
shows a linear dose dependence. Irradiation pulsing 
shows an enhancement of the creep strain of over a 
factor of 30. The ratio of pulsed to steady-irradia- 
tion creep strain as a function of temperature 
after lo00 pulses is shown in Figure 16. As has 
been previously discussed, point defect recom- 
bination loses its importance for steady-irradiation 
at high temperatures, while it reduces the fraction 
going to dislocations at all temperatures for pulsed 
irradiation. The ratio ( ep /e”) ,  therefore, declines 
to -15 at the high temperatures as shown in the 
figure. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has dealt with the effects of radiation 
pulsing on the climb-controlled glide creep strain 
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120 !1. GUROL AND N. M. GHONIEM 

in fusion systems. Throughout, the rate theory 
formulation has been used to describe the point- 
defect kinetics and the sink densities have been 
assumed to be temperature-independent. The major 
conclusions can be summarized as follows: 

5a TOKAMAKS 

In the sink-dominant case the creep strain can be 
evaluated analytically within the framework of the 
rate theory. For a NUWMAK type fusion reactor 
operating approximately in the temperature range 
T > 715 K, the creep increases linearly as a 
function of the number of pulses. The pulsed creep 
is found to be about the same as the steady irradia- 
tion creep. Furthermore, the creep is insensitive 
to temperature (when pd is assumed to be tem- 
perature-independent). 

When recombination is included, one must 
resort to modeling the point-defect kinetics in 
order to calculate the creep. For the case where the 
vacancies never reach their steady state concen- 
tration in the total observation time (i.e. z, > NT,), 
the pulsed creep is always somewhat greater than 
the steady irradiation creep, and the small dif- 
ference between them increases with temperature. 
It is the additive contribution of the vacancy flux 
during the pulse off-time which gives rise to the 
enhanced creep under pulsing. Decreasing the 
temperature decreases the off-time creep. When 
the temperature is low enough so that t, Y 4NTf, 
the creep becomes temperature-independent and 
is dictated by the interstitial flux. 

The case where vacancies reach their steady- 
state concentrations during a single pulse (z, < ?&) 
was also considered. Again the recombination is 
included by modeling the point-defect kinetics. 
For this case, it is found that the creep is a linear 
function of the number of pulses. Corresponding 
to z, < T,,,, we have investigated the creep of 
316SS in a NUWMAK type reactor for 7' = 572 K 
and T = 557 K ( T ~ >  = 0.2T,, and 5,. = 0.4T,, respec- 
tively). A creep enhancement of about two to three 
is found under these conditions. 

5b Pulsed Accelerators 

The creep strain was investigated for an accelerator 
with on-time of 0.23 sec. and off-time of 0.015 sec. 
for T > 715 K, corresponding to the sink-domin- 
ant regime. The parameters were chosen to 
represent an experimental scaled down simulation 
of the NUWMAK design. Since z, + T,, there 

will be overlapping of the vacancy concentrations 
from previous pulses. This overlap produces a 
strain transient which extends for 20-30 pulses at 
715 K, giving rise to a large strain rate during this 
transient. As the irradiation temperature increases 
the transient becomes less pronounced, with a 
lower creep rate in the linear regime. 

Using the numerical values for nickel given in 
Table I, we have compared our theoretical results 
(including recombination) with the pulsed accelera- 
tor experiment of Simonen and Hendrick,' ' who 
used an on-time of lo00 sec., followed by 100 sec. 
annealing. Our results compare favorably, giving 
rise to about a three-fold enhancement over steady 
irradiation, and reproducing the correct magnitude 
of the measured creep. However, since the numer- 
ical values used have uncertainties, it can only 
be claimed that the physics of the pulsed creep 
model we have presented (for z, < Ton) correctly 
reproduces the experimental results for the numer- 
ical values used. 

5c Intertial Conjnement Fusion Reactors 

In the sink-dominant case corresponding to low 
average damage rates (- dpa/sec.), it is 
found that after an initial transient, the ratio of 
the pulsed to steady irradiation creep approaches 
the constant, temperature-independent value given 
by Eq. (45), which depends only on the point- 
defect bias factors. With the bias factors used in 
our calculations this ratio is about 33. When the 
point-defect generation rate is very high, corres- 
ponding to the surface conditions of ICFR's, 
mutual recombination plays an important role 
in determining the point-defect fluxes, and hence 
the resulting creep strain. When the point-defect 
recombination is important, it is found that the 
creep enhancement due to pulsing is temperature- 
dependent. For conditions typical of ICFR first 
walls ( P  = dpa/sec., Tf = 0.25 sec., p d  = IOl5 
m-2) after lo00 pulses, it is found that the ratio 
of pulsed to steady irradiation creep has a value 
of about 32 on the low temperature end of 573 K. 
The low temperature end is characterized by a 
high degree of vacancy overlap, and recombination 
due to this overlap plays a significant role in de- 
termining the pulsed creep strain. The ratio of 
pulsed to steady irradiation creep decreases as the 
temperature is increased, and saturates to a value 
of about 15 near T = 873 K. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the point- 
defect concentration fluctuations due to ran- 
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IRRADIATION CREEP IN PULSED FUSION REACTORS 121 

domly produced cascades are expected to sig- 
nificantly influence the creep under ICFR con- 
ditions. Since we have used the rate theory formula- 
tion in this study, our results represent an upper 
bound for true pulsed creep. Inclusion of the 
fluctuations is expected to give rise to pulsed 
creep that is between that predicted here and the 
steady irradiation creep. 

5d General Remarks 

In all the systems that have been studied, it has 
been shown that the mean vacancy diffusion time 
to sinks, z,, plays a very central role in determining 
the amount of creep enhancement to be expected 
due to pulsing. Furthermore, maintaining equal 
average damage rates, the enhancement will be 
greater for the system with the greater percentage 
off-time. 
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Appendix A 

~ = P - AjCi d Ci DERIVATION OF THE PULSED CREEP 
STRAIN FOR THE SINK-DOMINANT dt 
CASE 

= P - docv Neglecting recombination, the point-defect con- dC, 
centrations are given by dt 
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122 H. GUROL AND N. M. GHONIEM 

During the on-time of the first pulse, the vacancy 
and interstitial concentrations become (using Ci(0) 
=C,(O) = 0)  

In general, the vacancies may not have reached 
their steady-state value of P/&, but the inter- 
stitials will have (during the on-time), therefore 
the concentrations during the off-time of pulse 1 
are 
cil)(t> = ._ P ( 1  - e-L'J'on)e-L(t-l'on) 

('4.3) 
4 
4 

cjl)(t) = ?e-L(f -Ton)  

When the second pulse is turned on, the vacancies 
start increasing from where they left off at the end of 
pulse one. On the other hand, the interstitials 
repeat the behavior of pulse one. Hence, during 
the on-time of pulse 2, Ck')(t) and C!*)(t) become 
(from Eq. A. l )  
ck2)(t) = P - (1 - e-&'I'on)e-M~-Ton) 

2, 

P 
(A.4) cf)(t) = - (1 - e -&( f -  T r ) )  

J-i 

During the off-time vacancies from the first pulse 
might still be diffusing to sinks, therefore during 
the off-time of pulse 2 we get 

c:z)(t) = - P (1 - e - i . , , T o n ) e - ~ " ( t - ? ~ ~ )  

4 
+ - P (1 - -~ ."?on)e -~ , . (Z- lTrtTonl )  
#I I, 

(A.5) c j 2 ) ( t )  = p e -3 . , ( r - - [Tf t?c ,n~)  

Continuing in this manner gives Eqs. (5a) and (5b), 
and Eq. (6) from Section 2, for the kth pulse. Here 
we have used the fact that since li is very large 
(- lO*/sec.), the interstitials reach their steady- 
state concentration almost instantaneously during 
the on-time, and will also rapidly go to the equi- 
librium concentration when the pulse is turned off. 

l i  

The creep rate during the kth pulse is then given 
by Eqs. (7a) and (7b). The creep strain increment 
during the kth pulse is given by 

A$) = f .$)(t)dt + f $)(t)dt (A.6) 

The result becomes 
on-time off-time 

L 

The total creep at the end of N pulses is then given 
by 

E(N) P = C A$) 
N 

(A.8) 
k =  1 

Using Eq. (A.7), !6"' becomes 

1 )  N - eAyTf('"r- - 

1 )  
1 N k - 2  C e L ( j - k ) T r ]  + To(&Tf-Ton) - 

k = 2  j = O  

L T o n  - 1 )  C k - l  C e , L ( j - k U f  } (A.9) 

Double sums involving difference of two indices 
also occurs in studying polymer molecule dy- 
namics. It can easily be shown33 that 

k = 2  j = O  
x (e  

N k - 2  N 

C C e - A v ( k - I ) T f  = C ( N  + 1 - k ) e - & k T f  

k = 2  k = 2  j = O  

(A.lO) 
and 

Using these in Eq. (A.9) gives Eq. (10) in the text. 
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IRRADIATION CREEP IN PULSED FUSION REACTORS I23 

Appendix B 

CALCULATION O F  THE STEADY 
IRRADIATION CREEP FOR THE 
SINK-DOMINANT CASE 

Under steady irradiation, the creep rate is 

6s = (i p p d )  IZPDiCY - Z:D,C;Si (B.1) 

Here we assume that the initial transient in the 
point-defect kinetics is over and the vacancies and 
interstitials have reached their steady-state values, 
that is 

P CS' = - 
' A; 

PULSED CREEP INCLUDING 
RECOMBINATION FOR THE CASE 
Z" > NT, 

where 
Ai = (Z,"p: + ZFpf)Di 

= z:DuPd 03.3) 
Using these in Eq. (B.2), we get 

Since the interstitial flux is always somewhat greater 
than the vacancy flux in steady-state, and using 
(B.3), this equation becomes 

(B.5) 

(B.2) Assuming that one-third of the dislocations are 
aligned we get 

Appendix C 

From Eqs. (16a) and (16b), the creep increment 
for the kth pulse can be evaluated as (see Eq. 8) 

which is valid for k 2 2. The total creep at the end 

of N pulses is then given by 
N 

N 
x iqn [k3l2 - (k - 1)3/2] [ k = 2  

Now note 
N \ 1 [k1/2 - (k  - 1)1/2] = k1I2 

k =  2 k = 2  
N- I 
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134 !1. GUKOL AND N. M. GHONIEM 

and 
N 1 [ k 3 / *  - (k  - l)3/2] = N 3 i 2  - 1 (C.4) 

k = 2  

We also approximate the summation of k112 by an 
integral 

N 

1 k1I2 x1/2 = 5 [ N 3 l 2  - 11 (C.5) 
k = 2  

This approximation becomes more accurate as 
N increases. For example, for N = 10 it is accurate 
to within - 5 %. Using (C.4) and (C.5) in Zq. (C.3) 
gives the result, Eq. (18) in Section 3. The creep 
contributions of the on- and off-times can be 
obtained by using E . (16a) to calculate *tit and 
(16b) to calculate AcAff). where the rzspective inter- 
vals are integrated over. Performing the summa- 
tion (as in (C.2)) gives Eqs. (19) and (20). 

During the first pulse, the point-defect behavior 
is different from later pulses, as seen in Figure 2. 

1 

Since 7i is a very short time, C ,  and C j  can be 
assumed to start from P/Ai initially. Therefore, 
during the first pulse there are three regions to 
consider. The creep rate in these respective regions 
is given by: 

Integrating the above rates over their time inter- 
vals, gives A$) given by Eq. (18b). 

Appendix D 

CALCULATION OF t* (FOR 7, < K, )  

The time t* can be obtained by equating the 
concentration at the end of pulse one, Ckl)(Tf), 
with the concentration at time r* obtained by the 

C:')(T,) = c:')(t*) 

Using the value of Ck')(z,), we get 
( t * ) 1 / 2  = (zu)1/2e-&(Tr-T0n) 

9 

or t* =fT,, 

dashed line in Figure 9. That is f- ~ X P C - ~ A ~ T ~  - Kn)l 

or 

Appendix E 

DERIVATION OF THE ICFR CREEP 
STRAIN IN THE GENERAL CASE 

The point defect concentration during the kth pulse 
can be written as 

Ae-" 
(E.1) 

B = (1 + 6 + q(k- 1))p~, , 
F = (0 + v'k-")PT,, 

x = ( t  - T,,)/z,, C$'(x) = ____ B - e-axr x 2 0 
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IRRADIATION CREEP IN 125 

In the first part of the cycle, interstitials will cause 
the dislocation to move in a certain direction. Then 
the arrival of vacancies reverses the direction of 
motion. The time, T t ) ,  at which the dislocation 
motion is temporarily halted, is determined by 
setting the net point defect flux equal to zero. 
ZfDi Cjk’ = Z ,  D, C$) 
which yields, 

- 
Noting that z!“) < Tg)  < z,, an excellent ap- 
proximation to the creep strain increment during 
the kth pulse is obtained by integrating the inter- 
stitial contribution between T,, and Tg), the 
vacancy contribution between T t )  and T f ,  and 
neglecting the creep strain during the on-time. 
Thus, 

(E.6) 
The last expression can be ap roximated further 
by noting that e-(TLk’-Tonfrr M 0, and that 
e-(T~k’Ton)’ry sz 1. Therefore, 

In the special case of diffusion dominance over 
recombination, 8 >> 1 >> I](”), expression (E.7) can 
be shown to simplify to Eq. (44) in Section (4.a). 
The total creep strain after N pulses is simply 
given by adding the individual contributions of 
each pulse. 

N 

PULSED FUSION REACTORS 

NOMENCLATURE 

Definition 
Point-defect concentration 
Steady-state point-defect 
concentration 
Point-defect diffusion 
coefficient pre-exponential 
Point-defect diffusion 
coefficient 
Dislocation density 
Density of aligned 
dislocations 
Density of non-aligned 
dislocations 
Ratio of the obstacle spacing 
to height 
Burger vector 
Dislocation climb velocity 
Point defect bias in the 
absence of stress 
Interstitial bias for aligned 
dislocations 
Time averaged point defect 
generation rate 
Recombination coefficient 
(= l/&, v )  Mean diffusion 
time 
Time at which mutual 
recombination rate = 
interstitial annihilation rate 
at sinks 
Effective interstitial mean 
lifetime during the kth pulse 
in ICFRs 
Period of the irradiation 
pulsing 
Pulse on-time 
Pulse off-time 
Pulsed creep rate during the 
kth pulse 
The creep increment 
contributed by the kth pulse 
The pulsed creep at the end 
of N pulses 
Bolzmann’s constant 
Temperature 
Point-defect migration 
energy 
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